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JonDeTech receives orders for evaluation kits from Turkish Ansal 

Components 

 

JonDeTech Sensors AB (publ) ("JonDeTech" or the "Company") recently entered into a distribution 

agreement with Turkish Ansal Components ("Ansal") regarding the Company's products JIRS10, 

JIRS30 and JIRS40. Ansal has received customer requests to evaluate all products, and to meet the 

demand, Ansal has ordered several evaluation kits (EVK). The EVK covers all products included in 

the distribution agreement. 

 

In June 2023, JonDeTech launched an evaluation kit based on JIRS30, and in the fall, an EVK based on 

the integrated circuit (ASIC) developed by the Company's Taiwanese partner was obtained. 

JonDeTech's application team has now developed an overall solution that includes these products 

and the packaged solution JIRS40. Ansal will be the first distributor to order this new EVK. 

 

- It is incredibly gratifying to start the new year by presenting an order of EVK's for evaluation of all 

our products. Evaluation kits are essential as a stepping stone to new business. We have had a 

significant focus on the Asian market, and it is pleasing that we have now received an order from 

Europe. We look forward to more orders of evaluation kits and what this can lead to in the next step, 

says Leif Borg, CEO of JonDeTech. 

 

 

 

 

For more information, please contact: 

Leif Borg, CEO JonDeTech, tel: +46 73 810 93 10, mail: leif.borg@jondetech.com 

 

 

About JonDeTech 

JonDeTech is a supplier of sensor technology. The company markets a portfolio of IR sensor elements based on 

proprietary nanotechnology and silicon MEMS. The nanoelements are extremely thin, built-in flexible plastic, 

and can be manufactured in high volumes at a low cost, which opens up for a variety of applications, such as 

temperature and heat flow measurements, presence detection, and gas detection. The company is listed on 

Nasdaq First North Growth Market. Redeye is the company’s Certified Adviser. Read more at 

www.jondetech.se or see how the IR sensor works at www.youtube.com/watch?v=2vEc3dRsDq8. 

 

 


